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From The Editor
Well, here's another issue. With this issue,
I didn't even have enough room to include all
that was submitted! Some things will have to
wait until the fall issue! Thanks to all of you
for keeping the information and articles flowing.
Because of a misunderstanding regarding
membership years, there has been some
confusion as to who is entitled to receive issues of South Carolina Librarian. I apologize
for this. If any of you know of anyone who is
not receiving the journal and feels that they
should be, please drop me a note and I'll try
to get it checked out.
Keep the comments coming.
Katina Strauch
College of Charleston Library
Charleston, S.C. 29424
(803) 792-8020 or (803) 792-8008

Editorial Committee
Carmen Blanton
Peggy Cover
Shere Dryden
Edward Jens Holley
Paula Paul
Roxy Rust, Chair

COVER:
Kristi Ryba, Shapes and Patterns, charcoal drawing, 40 " x 58", 1986.

Editor, South Carolina Librarian

Illustrations on pages 3, 10, 23, 41 , 42 by Kristi
Ryba.
Photographs on pages 12, 16, and 39 courtesy of
Dan Koenig and Ann Hare.
Photograph on page 11
Chepesiuk.

courtesy of Ron

Kristi Ryba is a student majoring in Fine Arts/
Studio Art at the College of Charleston. She comes
from Northern Virginia, but has spent time in New
York State, Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
California. She attended the Art Institute of
Pittsburgh and has been interested in art all of her
life. Kristi was recently able to go back to school
and pursue her interest further. She began drawing
spools as a class assignment and attributes her continuing interest to her seamstress' background.
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Katina Strauch
Material which appears in the South Carolina
Librarian expresses the views of the authors and
not necessarily the opinion of the Association or
the Editorial Committee. Manuscripts should be
sent to the Editor. Deadlines are Spring, March 1
and Fall, August 31.
South Carolina Librarian is published twice a
year by the South Carolina Library Association.
Subscriptions are included with membership.
Other subscriptions are $3.00 in the U.S. and
$4.50 elsewhere. Send orders and inquiries to
Kalina Strauch, Editor, South Carolina Librarian,
College of Charleston, Charleston, S.C. 29424.
For membership information contact Ginny
Maxim, Executive Secretary, SCLA, P.O. Box
2023, lrmo, S.C. 29063. Phone: (803) 772-7174.
The South Carolina Librarian is indexed in Li-

brary Literature.

Book Review Editor
Steve Richardson

Spotlights Editor
Ron Chepesiuk

Editors, News and Views
Michael Freeman and Michael McCulley

Black & White Spool Study, Kristi
Ryba, oilonpaper, 101h"xl5", 1986.
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From The President's Desk
Congratulations to Katina Strauch and her
committee for a superb job in promoting,
editing and publishing The South Carolina
Librarian, our professional journal of the
South Carolina Library Association. Excellent programs and services are occuring in
our libraries from the mountains to the sea,
in school, public, college, university and special environments. Please continue to share
library services, research projects, histories,
biographical sketches, bibliographies, etc.
with the journal, for it is our history and legacy of the profession in this state.
Barbara Williams Jenkins
President,
South Carolina Library Association

"

South Carolina Library
Association
60th Annual Convention
Thursday, October 30, 1986Saturday, November 1, 1986
Columbia, S.C.
The sixtieth annual convention of SCLA
was an overwhelming success!
Well over six hundred registrants heard
presentations organized around the topic
" Mandates for an Information Profession:
Change, Create, Cooperate."
Now, we're looking forward to the next
meeting, October 14-16, 1987 at the Hyatt
Regency in Greenville, S.C.
Photos by Ann Hare and Dan Koenig from
the convention grace some of our pages.
-The Editor

~
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Meetings, Meetings,
Meetings
SCLA Planning Retreat
The 1987 SCLA Planning Retreat Meeting
met on 21 February 1987 at the Sheraton
Columbia Northwest to discuss the theme :
Relevancy. Forty-two members were present. The meeting began promptly at 9:30
A.M. with Barbara W. Jenkins, President,
presiding.
The President made a brief introductory
statement concerning the theme, then she introduced Dr. Charles Curran who led the discussion of the ranking issues/concerns for
SCLA. The President expanded on her explanation of the eight items listed for the discussion.
Attendees were requested to rank the (8)
items for discussion in order of importance
choosing the most important three issues.
Groups were then reorganized to include the
persons most interested in the eight issues.
The groups met and discussed issues relevant
to the eight concerns after a short break.
The following ranking was established in
descending order.
Government and Community Organization
Mentoring inS.C. Libraries
Recruitment
Political Networking
Defining the Place of Support Staff in
SCLA
Performance Measures
Enhancing our Journal
Assisting JMRT
-Dorothy Fludd
College of Charleston

Archives and Special Collections
Roundtable
The Archives and Special Collections
Roundtable held a February workshop at
Columbia College coinciding with the first
annual membership meeting of PALMCOP
(Palmetto Archives, Libraries and Museums
Council on Preservation). The Program was
designed with somewhat more emphasis on
preservation principles than technique.
Margery Sly, now Archivist of Wellesley College, formerly of Clemson University, gave a
presentation on the AMC Format which gives
us an automated design for applying the standardized MARC record to manuscript collections. Margery worked through several examples pointing out areas of flexibility in descriptor fields, a feature that makes the format
adaptable to a greater variety of automated
systems. It was noted that AMC is compatible
with nearly all automated systems installed in
the last 3 years. Margery reported that there
have been relatively few problems in crossing
over from one system to another even in
cases where the existing cataloging system
has had to be revamped. The potential for
controlling manuscripts and other special or
unique items is very encouraging. However,
a major drawback at this point is the inability
to search AMC by all fields.
Dr. Ralph Gustafson, Associate Professor
of Biology at Winthrop College, revealed
findings of his experimental research into the
action and eradication of mold. Interestingly,
when Dr. Gustafson began reviewing the literature, he found that there was virtually no
record of empirical data for experimental
groundwork.
Beginning with the construction of a fullyvented thymol chamber, a number of compounds touted in the literature as successful
fungicides were tested with appropriate controls. Regrettably, Dr. Gustafson and his assistants found that although a number of the
compounds, including the highly regarded
thymol, arrested the growth of mold, the
mold continued to multiply when the fungicide was removed. Dr. Gustafson
explained that the ideal fungicide would:
work fast, have low toxicity in humans, be

reasonably priced and easy to use, not damage books by leaving harmful residues, have
no objectionable odor, and readily vaporize. Admittedly, isolating the fungicide
that would satisfy these conditions would be
a rare find. But at present it seems that among
tested fungicides, even the most essential
condition is lacking, i. e. , kill the fungi without
harming people or books.
Dr. David Hon of Clemson University was
scheduled to present results of his research
on paper deterioration, but, regrettably, he
was detained and could not attend. Fortunately, Lisa Fox of SOLINET's Preservation
Program, was in attendance and expertly
filled us in on the latest progress in mass
deacidification systems, most specifically the
diethyl zinc developments at the Library of
Congress. For all the positive reports of WeiTo recently, it still remains highly selective as
far as practical application on varied document formats, and it is very expensive.
Lisa reported that the DEZ Project has
backed up a little and the Library of Congress
has now hired Texas Alkyls, the suppliers of
DEZ, to re-engineer the piping, ventilation
and chamber complex that recently
exploded. This is obviously not a move toward abandonment. According to Library of
Congress officials, the DEZ compound is still
considered worth the risk. We greatly appreciated Lisa filling in on such short notice.
-Steve Richardson
Chairman, ASCR

South Carolina Association of
School Librarians
The theme of this year's SCASL's annual
conference " Media Specialists and Teachers
-The Perfect Team ", was effective in attracting a crowd of over 600.
The sessions were well attended - many
were standing room only. Motivating students and teachers, automation, and EIA
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grant writing were some of the many topics
in the concurrent sessions.
Speakers at the general sessions and banquets were Carol Lewis, Director, School Library Media Programs, Department of Public
Instruction, North Carolina; Marilyn Miller,
President of the American Association of
School Librarians; Dr. David Loertscher,
Editor, Libraries Unlimited; and Robert Kimmel Smith and Phyllis Naylor, winners of the
S.C. Children's and Young Adult Book
Awards. Eva Russos of Bowling Springs was
awarded the Intellectual Freedom Award. As
always at SCASL the company was fun to be
with and the exchange of ideas invigorating.
-Julie P. Berry
Batesburg & Leesville
Lexington County School
District Three

A(ugusta) Baker's Dozen:
A Celebration of Stories
Unseasonably low temperatures and chilly
breezes did not daunt the "children of all
ages " who were drawn to Columbia's Robert
Mills House on April 3 and 4 by the magnet
of one of mankind's oldest pleasures -listening to a good story. The first annual Celebration of Stories sponsored by the Richland
County Public Library, the University of
South Carolina College of Library and Information Science, and the South Carolina
State Library was called "A(ugusta) Baker's
Dozen " and both featured and honored Augusta Baker who is Storyteller in Residence at
the University.
Dr. Baker, whose background is in education and children's librarianship, has been the
recipient of many awards and honors including honorary doctorates from St. John's University and the University of South Carolina.
At the presentation ceremonies for her hon-
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orary Doctor of Humane Letters at USC, she
was recognized for " her enlightened leadership in preserving the unique cultural inheritance of black children, her tireless efforts to
open the worl9 of literature to all children,
and her enduring service to her profession."
In a commentary following the telling of
one of the Uncle Remas Br' er Rabbit stories,
Dr. Baker stressed the value of these stories
in which Br' er Rabbit, who is weak physically
but clever mentally, can outsmart other animals and people who are stronger than he.
When originally told, these stories, which
have African roots, gave heart to the slaves
who found themselves in positions of weakness but who could sometimes gain advantage by out-thinking their masters. Today
these stories help children see the possibility
of coping with the powerlessness they feel
when confronted with bigger, stronger
people.
Dr. Baker summed up her philosophy
about the value of storytelling by saying,
"Storytelling is not bounded by one civilization; one continent or one race ... the purpose and conditions of storytelling have filled
the same basic social and individual needs."
The two-day Celebration included one
storytelling session for area fourth graders
and another for the general public, entitled
"Storytelling for the Family." In addition, the
first Annual Augusta Baker Lecture and a
workshop on illustration of children's books
were presented. The lecturer, Marcia Brown,
is a children's books illustrator, who has won
three Caldecott awards and whose works
have often been chosen as Caldecott Honor
Books and ALA Notable Books. The lecture
was entitled, "Marcia Brown Communicating." The workshop was led by Ann Grifalconi, a practicing illustrator of children's
books, who has published more than fifty
works including the 1987 Caldecott Honor
Book, The Village of Round and Square
Houses. The workshop explored the theme,
"The World through Her Eyes: A Cross-Cultural Experience. "
Storytellers who participated in the program besides Augusta Baker were Rita Cox
from the Toronto Public Library who specializes in stories from her native West Indies;

Ellin Greene who co-authored the book
Storytelling: Art and Techniques with Augusta Baker; Michael Leonard from the
Charleston Public Library who tells folktales
with European, Haitian and American backgrounds; Diana Young, Consultant for Youth
Services at the North Carolina State Library
who presents folktales, ghost stories, contemporary tales and puppet stories; Beth Hutchison of the Charlotte/Mecklenburg County
Public Library who features stories based on
picture books, North Carolina mountain tales
and " How and Why" stories from around the
world; Ron I. Jones with the Wake County,
North Carolina Public Library System who
tells folktales, fairytales and contemporary
stories; and Delores Z. Pretlow with the
Richmond, Virginia Public Schools whose
speciality is media production illustrated by
her video, Storytelling in the Home.
Autographed copies of the works of some
of the authors and illustrators were available
as well as a Celebration of Stories poster
featuring an illustration adapted from
Maurice Sendak's In the Night Kitchen. Augusta Baker graciously added a personalized
autograph to each poster upon request.
-Nancy Washington
USC Library
Processing Center

Florida State University and formerly Dean of
the College of Library and Information Science at USC. They also participated in a
mini-workshop, "Guidelines for Simple Parliamentary Procedure" led by Bernadette
Storck who is chairman of the SELA Constitution and Bylaws Committee. The various
sections and committees met individually to
map out plans for the biennium and then reconvened to share plans and problems with
the entire group.
Current officers of SELA include Charles
Beard of West Georgia College, President;
George Stewart of the Birmingham,
Alabama Public Library, Vice President/President Elect; Gail Lazenby, Cobb County/Atlanta Public Library System, Secretary; and
James Ward, David Lipscomb College, Treasurer. Claudia Medori, the organization's Executive Secretary operates the headquarters
office in Tucker, Georgia.
Thirty-three section officers and committee members are from South Carolina.
-Nancy Washington
USC Library
Processing Center

Collection Management Workshop

SELA 1987 Leadership Workshop
One hundred ninety-eight officers, state
representatives and committee members of
the Southeastern Library Association met in
Atlanta on March 2-3, 1987 for the 1987
Leadership Workshop. Plans were made for
the organization's 1987/88 activities which
will culminate in the biennial conference to
be held in Norfolk, Virginia, October 25-28,

.1988.
Participants heard an inspiring opening address by Dr. Bill Summers, Dean of the
School of Library and Information Science at

On November 13 and 14, 1986, the South
Carolina State Library sponsored a Collection Management Workshop. Seventy-three
participants, representing 36 of the state's library systems, attended the workshop which
focused directly on the needs of public librarians. Sharon Brettschneider, of Library Systems Consultants, served as Workshop Consultant. Ms. Brettschneider who is also Assistant Executive Director of the Capitol Region
Library Council in Connecticut, discussed
how a cooperative collection development
plan was implemented in that state. This plan
was based on the concept of a user-centered
collection and modeled after the Illinois plan
developed by Karen Kruger. Along with Ms.
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Brettschneider, several South Carolina and
North Carolina librarians were on the program. Problems in collection management
with regard to both book and non-book materials were discussed.
-Larry Freeman
S.C. State Library

SCLA College and University
Section Workshop on Publishing
On Friday, March 27, 1987, the College
and University Section of the South Carolina
Library Association presented a workshop on
"Librarians and Publishing: Who, What,
When, Where, How." The keynote speaker
was Dr. Edward G. Holley of the University
of North Carolina School of Library Science.
Dr. Holley's presentation emphasized publication as a professional responsibility and a
means of professional recognition of librarians. The three types of publications to be
considered are research, "good-of-theorder," and critical reviews. All of these types
are valid opportunities for the librarian to express him/herself in print, with research and
critical reviews needing more attention than
is currently being given. Dr. Holley then offered some practical advice on how to start
the publication process, including a list of
sources to consult for advice. These
sources were included in a bibliography produced by E. Jens Holley and distributed at
the workshop.
After lunch, a panel discussion to clarify,
add to and otherwise modify the morning remarks was conducted by Jens Holley. The
first panelist was Michael Kronenfeld, DHEC
Librarian, who talked about the practicalities
of publishing. He started with a discussion of
why librarians should publish (recognition
and responsibility), included a discussion on
some of the reasons that librarians don't pub-
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lish (fear of failure, inclination not to get involved, lack of time, difficulty in getting started),
and then concluded by tracing the process of
getting published from finding a topic to submitting the manuscript a second or even third
time.
The next speaker was Katina Strauch of
the College of Charleston, and editor of the
South Carolina Librarian, who talked about
what the SC Librarian was, what sorts of material she was looking for, and how she went
about the process of selecting material for the
journal. She emphasized content, coverage,
and readability as the key areas of what she
sought, with such criteria as organization,
clarity, currency of material, and balance being applied to each area. She perceived the
chief problems with submissions to be poor
organization, wordiness, vagueness, the use
of jargon, and the use of questionable
sources. She then ended with a call for more
submissions to the journal, emphasizing that
there is no time like the present to get started.
Dr. Richard Wood, Librarian at the
Citadel, then spoke on the steps involved in
organizing a research article. He discussed
types of research articles and various topics to
pursue, indicating measures to take into consideration such as time, availability of material, and cost. He then took the group stepby-step through a research paper, concluding with an outline of a good paper from introduction to conclusion.
The last speaker, Dr. Fred Roper of the
University of South Carolina College of Library and Information Science, talked about
cooperation in library publishing. Besides
pointing out the standard reasons why librarians should and don't publish, he also mentioned that publications lead to better library
service and help to generate a responsibleness to change. He then talked about the
wide range of co-authors available for papers
from people within the same library or library
school faculty. He pointed out that librarians
can help the faculty in publishing literature reviews because the librarians generally have a
much broader grasp of the field, and also that
working with the faculty, especially in the scientific and technical fields, can lead to grant
money. Grants for library reserch are also

available from the Council of Library Resources, and it helps to have other people
working with you to strengthen your presentation. It also helps spread the work around,
so cooperation is a positive value for librarians trying to get published. Dr. Roper then
ended with a call for professional responsibility to make interesting and/or helpful contributions to the literature of librarianship.
Following Dr. Roper, there were some announcements for the Section and an exhortation to get out and get started. The workshop
was planned and conducted by Betty Williams, Ann Hare, Nancy Washington, Bud
Walton, and Jens Holley. It was held at the
Town House in Columbia, and was attended
by thirty-nine librarians from throughout the
state.
-E. Jens Holley,
Assistant Reference Librarian
Thomas Cooper Library
University of South Carolina

~

Other News
College of Charleston
The College of Charleston Library brought
up its online catalog and closed its card
catalog in January, 1987. Purchased from
Data Research Associates (ORA) of St. Louis,
Missouri, the online catalog features searching by author, title, subject, call number,
OCLC number, and ISBN/ISSN. Boolean
searching is also available and keyword
searching will be added in the near future .
Currently eight terminals are available for
public use (with four printers), and five ports
are reserved for dial access. The Marine Resources Center Library at Fort Johnson and
the Learning Resources Center (across campus) are connected by dedicated phone lines.
Two additional public terminals, one each for
the second floor and the basement floor, will

be installed shortly.
The system's hardware, all Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) equipment, resides inhouse and is operated by library staff. The
central processing unit is a Micro-VAX II with
9MB of memory; three RA81 disk drives provide 1368 MB of storage. A DEC Rainbow
microcomputer may be used to back up the
Circulation functions when the system is
down. Vf220 terminals are used by the public and the staff.
The online catalog lists all monographs
and serials with the exception of several
microform sets which will be added through
an OCLC tape load. A project to add serials
holdings is scheduled to begin this summer.
The Library has also acquired the Acquisitions and Serials Check-in modules and
plans to implement them within the next
year.
The Library staff spent most of January
and half of February attaching approximately
190,000 "smart" barcodes to the books. The
smart barcodes were produced by a ORA
subcontractor and were generated from the
holdings information entered in the OCLC/
MARC 049 field during retrospective conversion. Each "smart" barcode included the call
number, author, and title of the item. The
staff was divided into fifteen teams of two and
each team was responsible for barcoding approximately 10,000 + books. Aside from a
problem with the order in which the barcodes
were sorted, the project went smoothly.
Catalogers add new bibliographic records
to the online catalog by downloading from
OCLC through the printer port. Records are
"written" to the database and are immediately indexed and searchable by the
public. After a record is downloaded to the
online catalog, student assistants create item
records and attach barcodes.
-Bob Neville

~
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Guest Editorial
Intellectual Freedom:
A Call For Action
A serious threat to our basic First Amendment rights of free inquiry and expression
and to the role of libraries in the promotion
of those rights is posed by legislation currently being considered by the South
Carolina Legislature. House Bill 2072 is a
comprehensive attempt to tighten our state's
criminal laws relating to obscenity and sex offenses involving children. This legislation
would add more than fifteen new sections to
the criminal code. And while recognizing the
good intentions of its authors, House Bill
2072, if enacted, will cripple the efforts of
South Carolina librarians to supply materials
needed and wanted by each element of the
diverse communities and institutions we
serve.
The heart of House Bill2072 is the redefinition of obscenity away from statewide standards, to those of the local community from
which a jury is selected to pass judgment on
the materials in question. The use of " local "
standards for judging obscenity will have a
chilling effect on interlibrary loan. Librarians
would find it necessary to obtain legal opinions on the probable status of works containing sexual themes going to any community
outside their own.
This proposed legislation also calls for a
mandatory two year prison term for persons
"distributing " a work containing a representation of a minor involved in an act of apparent sexual stimulation. If this legislation is
enacted, every librarian in South Carolina, in
the interests of self-preservation, will have to
demand that every art book, sex education
work, or young adult novel in their collection
be examined by an attorney to assure that no
staff member could be prosecuted for its distribution. And while House Bill 2072 does
contain a "defense clause " affording a modicum of protection to "schools, churches,
museums, public libraries, governmental
agencies and hospitals ", no specific defense
is given for academic libraries and school li-
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braries. Furthermore, this so called "affirmative defense," puts the burden on the librarian involved to prove that the dissemination
of the questionable materials was part of a
"legitimate duty".
House Bill 2072 is a dangerous piece of
legislation. Under the guise of a noble effort
to eliminate child pornography, it poses
threats to every library in this state. As Chair
of the SCLA Intellectual Freedom Committee, I urge one and all to immediately contact
your state Representatives and Senators to
protest this infringement of every citizen's
right to free and ready access to information,
this proposed disenfranchisement of young
adults, this disruption of standard library procedures.
-Rodger Smith
Chair, SCLA
Intellectual Freedom Committee

~
This bill waspassedonJune 10, 1987.
-Ed.

Three MJ/e Island Spools, Krist/ Ryba,
Lithograph, 1986.

Spotlight:
Preserving South Carolina's
Library Heritage
-Ron Chepesiuk
Head of the Winthrop College Archives
South Carolinians have always been
proud of their heritage. Now, thanks to Dr.
Bob Williams of the University of South
Carolina College of Library and Information
Science and Roberta Copp, the project assistant for the South Carolina Library Heritage
Project, the state can learn more about the
rich heritage of its public library system.
Dr. Williams and Ms. Copp have prepared
a photographic exhibit titled " From Village to
State: The Foundations of South Carolina's
Public Library System," which traces South
Carolina's public library development from
the 1700s to the present day.
The exhibit, on loan to institutions in the
state, includes 24 frames beginning with the
"indisputable" fact that South Carolina had
the first library law passed on November 16,
1700 by the South Carolina (Colonial) General Assembly to a photo depicting the South
Carolina State Library, as it looked in 1968,
the year it was built.
The exhibit is part of the South Carolina
State Museum's traveling exhibit program
and is available to any interested library,
museum or other institution that wants to
borrow it from the State Museum.
"The exhibit is part of a large project to
document the history of libraries, librarians,
and library development in the state," explains Williams. "The South Carolina Committee for the Humanities, the South
Carolina Library Association and the USC
College of Library and Information Science
provided funds. It is a very ambitious project
having several objectives."
From May, 1985 through fall of 1986,
grant money for the project totaled about
$10,000. "That doesn't include what the
College put in," Williams points out. "That
adds up to another $20,000 for my time, as
well as for space and supplies. " Many of the

goals have already been accomplished.
South Carolina libraries were sent questionnaires requesting information about archival
and manuscript resources they may have relating to South Carolina library history. The
information is now being converted into a
computer base.
An interesting oral history program has
begun. Interviews have been conducted with
such giants of South Carolina library development as Nancy Jane Day (influential in
the development of the school library service
with the South Carolina Department of Education) and Dr. Frances Lander Spain
(former Winthrop College director who
started the state's first library training program) . The tapes are currently being transcribed.

Bob Wllllams, Photo courtesy of Ron
Chepesiuk.
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The project has many other interesting objectives, which will help make South Carolina
one of the best documented states in terms of
its library history. One is to update and expand the Barrett Wilkens Bibliography of
South Carolina Library History, issued by the
Journal of Library History in 1973. " We plan
to update and expand Wilken's work," says
Williams, "and distribute the new updated
bibliography throughout the state and to interested researchers elsewhere. "
Another goal is to produce a 30-minute
video presentation, tentatively titled "The
Heritage of South Carolina's Libraries." Williams hopes to have South Carolina ETV

make the video and then distribute it through
the State Library and other outlets.
Last but not least, Williams hopes that the
project will encourage the South Carolina Library Association to take responsibility for the
preservation and promotion of South
Carolina library organization. " It is imperative that SCLA get involved with preserving
South Carolina's librari,J history once this project is completed," Williams says. "The work
must continue."

~

Spotlight
I thought with this issue, we would
try to find out a little more about two of-

ficers of SCLA who have a low profile
for most of us members, but who do a
lot behind the scenes. Read on to find
out what Frankie Cubbedge, Director
of USC-Aiken Library and SCLA Councilor to ALA, and Neal Martin, Head of
Reference at Francis Marion College Library, and SELA State Representative ,
do to fulfill their important positions!
-The Editor

Interview: Frankie Cubbedge
SCLA Councilor to ALA
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David Warren (L) and Chuck Leachman
at play, Photo courtesy of Dan Koenig
and Ann Hare.

Q. Since being on the Board of SCLA,
I've been amazed at the role of the SCLA
Councilor to ALA. Can you tell us the duties
and role of that person?
A. The duties of the ALA Councilor are set
forth in the SCLA Handbook but I think it
would be beneficial to list them again here as
a reminder to the members of what they
should expect from the person in this position. The ALA Councilor: 1) represents the
SCLA at both the Midwinter and Annual
Conference Council meetings of the ALA; 2)
considers questions submitted through ALA
mailings and at Council meetings in light of
the best interest of the state association and
reports controversial matters to the Executive
Board of SCLA; 3) attends and participates
in meetings of the Executive Board of SCLA;
4) reports at each SCLA Executive Board
meeting; 5) submits a report at the annual
business meeting.
Q. How is that person selected and for
what length oftime?
A. The SCLA Nominating Committee
selects a candidate who must be a member
of the ALA. That name is included on the
SCLA's slate of officers when it is sent to the
membership. The ALA Councilor is then
elected by the entire membership of the
SCLA. The term of office is for four years.
Prior to an ALA Bylaws change, the Councilor was elected by only those SCLA mem-

bers who were also ALA members.
Q. What are the issues before ALA Council currently? What is ALA Council talking
about? How is it of interest to librarians in
South Carolina?
A. Currently, as always, ALA is concerned
about the free flow of information and ideas.
The Intellectual Freedom Committee is very
active in its role of monitoring and interceding
in censorship and abridgement of the flow of
information cases. ALA also convened a
meeting and took the lead in establishing a
Coalition on Government Information to
help ensure equal and readily available access to Government information. The Coalition published the first issue of its Newsletter
on January 1 of this year.
Council has also devoted a great deal of
time to the discussion of the pay equity/minimum salary issue. In fact, the development
and implementation of a national program to
assist library workers in raising their salaries is
number 3 on a list of 17 objectives the ALA
Planning Committee has established from
1987-88. These objectives will be used in
preparing recommendation s for the allocation of general funds in 1987-88.
Another hot topic at Midwinter was the
new lobbying regulations for 501 (c) (3) nonprofit tax exempt organizations. Two of the
major problems with the new regs is: 1) their
retroactive application to 1977; and 2) their
broad interpretation of both "direct lobbying" and "grass roots lobbying. "
ALA finances is always a vital issue before
Council. At Midwinter the effect of the new
accrual accounting system on division
budgets was discussed extensively.
The list of issues is endless but as you can
see from these I've highlighted, all directly
impact South Carolina libraries and librarians.
Q. Two issues are key as of this writing: a)
budget cuts to libraries and b) closing of library schools across the counhy. ALA is perceived by some as not taking a firm stance
which will help the profession on these issues.
Can you tell us what ALA is doing?
A. These issues are continuing items on
Council's agenda. One of the most effective
lobbies in Washington is the Washington of-
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fice of ALA which has among its many responsibilities, the lobbying for federal funds
for libraries and library-related programs.
In 1986 ALA's budget for the Washington
office was $413,208. I think that is indicative
of a firm stance on the issue of budget cuts to
libraries.
Library school closings is a two-edged
sword- on one side are the schools closed by
the parent institution over which ALA has no
control other than to lodge a formal complaint to the appropriate officials and on the
other side those closed for failure to meet or
maintain ALA accreditation standards. If you
follow the literature, you'll know this happens
only on the rarest of occasions. A formal appeals process is in place for such decisions.
Q. Many of us feel that ALA is a bureaucratic maze which can make little contribution
to our daily jobs. How can ALA be meaningful to individual librarians? How can we be
more active on committees and the like?
A. I share the feeling that ALA is a bureaucratic maze but it is a very powerful one.
Perhaps one of the greatest benefits of membership in ALA is the impact the mere size of
the Association makes upon whomever
we're dealing with for whatever reason and
often we need the force of such a group to assist us. It's difficult to ignore approximately
43,000 people. ALA also offers endless
learning opportunities for individuals who actively participate. Additionally, an expanded
benefit package is soon to be offered to personal members which will provide ALA
members with a greater tangible return for
their dues.
There are endless committees on which
one can serve. Anyone interested in serving
should write the Vice President of the pertinent unit or I will be happy to forward names.
Q. How does ALA Council balance the
needs of its different constituencies: public,
school, academic, special libraries, as well as
levels ofpersonnel?
A. Actually, the burden of this balance act
lies with the Executive Board with input from
Council. Any policy matters, however, relating to the various groups require action by
the Council.
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Q. What is the relationship between ALA
and its divisions PIA, ACRL, AASL? Now
that these divisions are holding their own
meetings, is ALA losing membership and
participation?
A. ALA is constantly working to improve
its relationship with the divisions. ALA's situation is analogous to many state associations
including SCLA today regarding divisions.
This year the complex and critical issue of defining the relationship between ALA and its
divisions will be re-examined and a revision
of the current operating agreement between
the divisions and ALA will be forthcoming.
ALA's membership has not been adversely
affected by divisional conferences - in fact
membership continues to increase as does attendance at annual and mid-winter meetings.
A new record of attendance has been set at
each meeting I've attended since becoming
Councilor.
Q. Can you update us on some of the activities ofthe USC-Aiken Library?
A. The USC-Aiken Library is alive and
well. We are continuing to work toward an
on-line catalog but we have not been as fortunate as some of our fellow institutions in
securing funding to install such a system.
We're revitalizing our bibliographic instruction program including offering our 3-hour
credit course again in the fall. The Documents Department, working with the Computer Services Department, has developed
an on-line index to our primarily technical report collection. At present, access is by title
and report number with the subject component still to be developed.

~

Spotlight:
Interview: Neal Martin,
SELA State Representative
Q. What does SCLA 's representative to
SELA do exactly?
A. Primarily, the SELA representative sits
on the Executive Board of SELA as well as
the governing body of the representative's
state association. In this capacity, he or she
helps direct the course that the regional association takes and oversees the work of
those who have program planning responsibility, while also looking out for the interest of
the state represented. Each state representative also is the main communication link between the regional and state association and
keeps each informed of the other's activities
so that, as much as is possible, program and
activity coordination can take place.
Until two years ago, the only duty of the
state representative was to sit on the Executive Board and vote on the various proposals
and to approve the budget. At the 1985 biennialleadership workshop in Atlanta, the state
representatives drew up further guidelines regarding their own reason for being, mainly in
the area of program coordination and communication between the various state associations as well as with SELA. This often means
little more than making program information
available to the various journal or newsletter
editors or passing something along to the corresponding officer in the state association,
but it is the beginning of an expanded role in
an area that we feel SELA can be of great assistance to the state groups.
Q. How is this person selected and for
what length of time?
A. Each state has its own method for electing its representative. Previously, this was
handled strictly by SELA in a mail vote by
SELA members in the state. The state association had no part in the process, although
state association officers were usually consulted regarding candidates. Now, the candidate (1) is nominated in S.C. by SCLA's
nominating committee; and (2) elected at the
state association's annual meeting in the fall.

Election of state representatives is for four
years, with the eleven represented states
holding their elections on an alternating
basis. My current term expires at the end of
the 1988 SELA conference.
Q. One hears a lot about SELA and the
fact that it is in the financial and membership
doldrums. Can you comment on this and on
future plans for the association?
A. SELA did go through some pretty
traumatic years a short time ago, when the financial picture did not look very good.
Tough decisions that had to be made were
made, and the association is now in a much
more viable position. SELA, like many of the
other associations, is trying to deal with problems relating to number of members, and I
imagine that, after this year's leadership
workshop, there will be increased activity in
that area. If the atmosphere and the quality
of the 1986 conference is any indication, this
association is still very much alive and kicking!
Q. Does SELA plan to increase regional
workshops? If so, on what subjects? In what
geographic area?
A. One of the things that we have tried, as
state representatives, to do is to encourage
that sort of activity, but it will be up to those
program planners at this workshop to take up
the challenge and make it happen. I can't say
at this point what areas of interest will be
targeted or where they will be. Again, I would
think that that will be a result of the planning
that goes on at the workshop.
Q. DoesSELAplan to have joint meetings
with other associations in the future?
A. Other than coordinating the biennial
conference with the local state's meeting, I
don't know of any plans to hold joint conferences. Past conferences were held with the
Southwestern Library Association, but that
organization no longer exists.
Q. Is SELA considering meeting in South
Carolina sometime?
A. Yes, most definitely. In fact, Paul Dove
from Francis Marion College mentioned this
possibility to the new SELA President,
Charles Beard, and was asked to chair the
next site selection committee! Several years
ago, Columbia was considered as a site but,
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for a variety of reasons, was rejected in favor
of one of the other proposed cities. As you
can imagine, the size of the attendance at
SELA conferences puts a limit on the number
of possibilities because of accommodation
capabilities.
Q. Why should SCLA members join
SELA ?
A. I think that different aspects of SELA
would appeal to different people. For one
thing, it can bring us into contact with our colleagues who are having to deal with some of
the same situations and conditions that we
are. I know that many of us have seen how
significant a part of SCLA conferences that
aspect is, too. We are not likely to have a similar forum to discuss these concerns across
state lines, and our regional concerns would
tend to become lost in the myriad of activities
at something as large as ALA.
There is also a great pool of expertise to
draw from , in any given area. If the concept
of regional workshops is put into effect, the
value of this should be readily apparent by
the quality of speakers or other types of participants, as well as the quality of programs.
It is obvious that more vendors will exhibit
at a conference the size of SELA; the exhibits
are not only more numerous but much more
extensive in what and how they display. The
exhibits at SCLA were good this year also,
and they always are, but SELA was able to
offer quite a bit more. Let's face it: vendors
are going to respond differently to a larger
crowd.
To the extent that SELA can promote itself
as something dynamic, something that can
change with the region's changing needs,
and not just as a replication of other state associations - certainly not as another ALA on
a smaller scale, it will continue to prove its
worth to our profession.
Q. Can you slip us some information
about the Francis Marion College Library?
What new plans or activities is the library involved in?
A. So you want me to "slip" you something on FMC, huh? Sounds so secretive to
me!
By the time you go to press, we should
have selected an architect for the library addi-
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tion. This will be a two story, 20,000 sq. ft.
wing, and it will house primarily stacks and
reader stations.
Of course, the only thing I think about
these days (not of my own free will, of course)
is Marion [the database!) . As of March 1, our
circulation system was in operation, and I
feel like we have really accomplished something - even more so than when we started
downloading OCLC records!

~

Recent South Caroliniana:
A Partial List
John K. Waters
South Caroliniana Library
University of South Carolina
This bibliography is the 25th of its
kind to appear in the South Carolina
Librarian. It updates the previous lists
and is intended to serve as an acquisition tool for the state's librarians. The
citations have been truncated to limit
the length of the list, and some types of
publications (chiefly genealogical)
have been omitted altogether.

Able, Gene - Paddling South Carolina.
Columbia: Palmetto Byways Pr. , 1986.
134p.
Acorns: stories from Darlington's past.
Darlington: County Bicentennial Committee, 1985, 59 p.

Anderson, David G. - Prehistoric human
ecology along the upper Savannah
River. Atlanta: Commonwealth Associates, 1985. 2 vol. (748p.)
Ashmore, Nancy Vance - Greenville:
woven from the past. Northridge, CA:
Windsor Publications, 1986. 280 p.
Bagwell, Benjamin Prince - Riley. Pickens:
Pickens County Publishing, 1986. 224 p.
Bagwell, Joyce B. - Low country quake
tales. Easley: Southern Historical Pr.,
1986. 71 p.
Bailey, N. Louise- Biographical directory
of the South Carolina Senate, 17761985. Columbia: USC Press, 1986. 3
vol.

---The ALA Councilor, Photo courtesy of
Dan Koenig and Ann Hare.

Baldwin, Agnes Lela)1d - First settlers of
South Carolina, 1670-1700. Easley:
Southern Historical Pr., 1985. 268 p.
Barnes, Will - Columbia, the two hundreth year. Columbia?: Rees Publishing,
1986. 45p.

Barton, Donald F. -They wore garnet and
black. Columbia: Spur Publishers, 1985.
310p.
Bass, Carolyn M. - A bibliography of articles, pamphlets and brochures on
South Carolina history. Columbia:
State Dept. of Education , 1985. 45 p.
Bayless, Charles N. - Charleston ironwork. Orangeburg: Sandlapper Pub.,
1987. 208p.
Blanton, Dennis B. - An archaeological
study of 38SU83 .. . upper coastal
plain. Atlanta: Garrow and Associates,
1986. 184p.
Bodie, !della - Stranded (SC author, SC
setting) Orangeburg: Sandlapper Pub.,
1984. 125p.
Briggs, Ward W. - Basil Lanneau Gildersleeve. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
Univ. Pr., 1986. 115p.
Britton, Thomas Moses - Letters of
Thomas Moses Britton, 1862-1863.
Hemingway: Three Rivers Historical Society, 1983?60p.
Brockington, Paul- Rural settlement in
the Charleston Bay area. Columbia:
Dept. of Highways, 1985. 283 p.
Brockington, William S. - Historical
sketches on Aiken. Aiken: Aiken Sesquicentennial Committee, 1985. 119 p.
Byars, Alvin W. - Lintheads. Cayce: Merlene H. Byars, 1986. 171 p.
Callahan, Katie- Toads on the porch &
lizards in the house. Savannah: Kennickell Pr., 1983. 139 p.
Carriker, S. David - Railroading in the
Carolina foothills. Matthews, NC:
Heritage Pub. Co. , 1985. Vol. 1.
Carter, Art - Southeast coast. Portland,
Ore.: Graphics Arts Center, 1985. 159 p.
Chepesiuk, Ron- Chester County, a pictorial history. Norfolk, VA: Donning
Co., 1984. 207 p.
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Catesby, Mark- Catesby' s Birds of colonial America. Chapel Hill: Univ. of
NorthCar olinaPr., 1985. 176p.
Chepesiuk, Ron - Winthrop College, a
centenni al celebrati on. Rock Hill: The
College, 1985. 120 p.
Chepesiuk, Ron - Women leaders In
South Carolina : an oral history. Rock
Hill: Winthrop College Archives, 1984.
179p.

Elizabeth O'Neill Verner, 1883-197 9.
Charleston: Tradd Street Pr., 1985. 20 p.
Elliott, Joseph Cantey - Lieutena nt General Richard Heron Anderson . Dayton, OH: Moringside House, 1985. 172 p.
Farmer, James Oscar - The metaphy sical
Henley
James
confeder acy,
Thornwe ll. Macon, GA: Mercer Univ.
Pr., 1986. 295 p.

Holman, Robert Evans - Elloree, the
home I love. Elloree: Centennial Celebration Committee, 1986. 204 p.
Horry, Harriott Pinckney - A colonial plan·
tation cookboo k. Columbia: USC
Press, 1984. 157p.
Horton, Laurel - Social fabric: South
Carolina 's tradition al quilts. Columbia: McKissick Museum, 1985. 56 p.

Cole, Will - The many faces of Aiken.
Norfolk, VA: Donning Co., 1985. 232 p.

Fo_?{, William Price - How bout them
Gamecoc ks. Columbia : USC Press,
1985. 257p.

lseley, N. Jane - Plantatio ns of the Low
Country. Greensboro, NC: Legacy Publications, 1985. 143p.

Collins, Ann Pickens - A goodly heritage:
history of Chester County. Columbia :
R. L. Bryan, 1986. 354 p.

From hill to dale to hollow: Ware Shoals, S.C. Ware Shoals: town of Ware
Shoals, 1983. 214p.

Jeter, Paul - South Carolina beverage
bottles, 1880-198 0. Columbia : P.
Jeter, 1987. 86p.

Cornelia, William E. - Hilton Head Island
Images. Hilton Head: SouthArt, 1983.

Gaillard, Frye - Becomin g truly free: 300
years of Black history In the
Carolina s. Charlotte: Charlotte Observer, 1985. 80 p.

King, G. Wayne- Some folks do: a pictorial history of Florence County. Norfolk, VA: Donning Co. , 1985. 200 p.

lOOp.
Cote, Richard N. - Dictiona ry of South
Carolina biograph y. Easley: Southern
Historical Pr., 1985. Vol. 1.
Cross, J. Russell - Historic ramblins
through Berkeley . Columbia: R. L.
Bryan, 1985. 351 p.
Cultural resource s survey of Goodwel l
Plantatio n. Columbia : USC Applied
History Program, 1985. 100 leaves.
Daise, Ronald- Reminis cences of Sea Island Heritage . Orangeburg: Sandlapper Pub., 1986. 103 p.
De Hart, Allen - South Carolina hiking
trails. Charlotte: East Woods Pr., 1984.
287p.
A Directory of South Carolina writers,
literary
and
presses
small
magazin es. Columbia : S.C. Arts Commission, 1986?29 p.
Edgar, Walter B. - Columbi a, portrait of
a city. Norfolk, VA: Donning Co., 1986.
199p.
Edgar, Walter B. - A training guide for
Kensingt on. Eastover: Union Camp
Corp., 1985. 65 p.
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Glatthaar, Joseph T. - The march to the
sea and beyond. New York: N.Y. Univ.
Pr., 1985. 318p.

Koger, Larry - Black slaveown ers: free
Black slavemas ters in South
Carolina, 1790-186 0. Jefferson, NC:
McFarland , 1985. 286 p.

Gragg, Rod - Pirates, planters and patriots, stories from the Grand Strand.
Winston-Salem: Peace Hill Publishers ,
1985. 149p.

Leonard, Michael - Our heritage: a community history of Spartanburg
County. Spartanburg: Band & White,
1986. 235p.

Hacker-Norton, Debi - Rememb er man
thou art dust. Columbia: Chicora Foundation, 1984. 58 leaves.

Lewis, Kenneth E - The American frontier. Orlando: Academic Pr., 1984. 333

Harrison, Jim - Pathway s to a Southern
coast. Columbia : USC Press, 1986.
91 p.

Mcintosh, David Gregg - Reminis cences
of early life in South Carolina . Florence: Saint David's Society, 1985 104
leaves.

Harvell, Roger- Harvell's loose. Greenville: Greenville News-Piedmont, 1985?
158p.

p.

Magill, Arthur - Full circle (poems) Greenville: Reedy River Pr., 1985. 123 p.

chaeolog ical survey of potential
cooling ponds . . . Savannah River
Plant. Columbia : S.C. lnst. of Archaeology, 1985. 237p.
Mason, Katherine Morgan - A guide to
selected topics of the Horry weekly
news and Horry herald. Conway:
Coastal Carolina College, 1986. 188
leaves.
Maxey, Russell - Columbi a's bicenten nial, 1786-198 6. Columbia : Palmetto
PublishingCo., 1986. 96p.
Miller, Ruth M. - Witness to history:
Charlest on's Old Exchang e and Provost Dungeon . Orangeburg: Sandlapper Pub., 1986. 84 p.
Minus, Ed - Kite (SC author, SC setting)
New York: Viking, 1985. 278 p.
Morgan , James E. - Reflectio ns. Sumter:
Sumter County Historical Commission,
1986. 144p.
Moss, Bobby Gilmer - The patriots at the
Cowpens . Greenville : A Press, 1985.
261p.
Neuffer, Irene- Coogler revisited . Columbia: I. Neuffer, 1985. 115 p.
1986 calendar of historic homes and
landmark s, Anderson , S.C. Anderson: Anderson Heritage, 1985. 54 p.
O'Brien, Dawn - South Carolina 's historic restauran ts and their recipes.
Winston-Salem: J. F. Blair, 1984. 204 p.
O'Brien, Michael - A characte r of Hugh
Legare. Knoxville: Univ. of Tennessee
Pr., 1985. 356p.

Haynie, Anne Sullivan - History of the
Sumter Gallery of Art, 1966-198 4.
Sumter: The Gallery, 1984? 20 p.

Manigault, Edward- Siege train: the journal of a Confeder ate artilleryman.
Columbia : USC Press, 1986. 364 p.

Higher educatio n In South Carolina .
Columbia : State of S.C., 1986. 270 p.

Pancake, John B. - This destructi ve war:
the British campaig n in the
Carolina s, 1780-178 2. University:
Univ. of Alabama Pr., 1985. 293 p.

Manness, Harold S. - Forgotte n outpost:
Fort Moore and Savannah Town,
1685-176 5. Beech Island: The Author,
1986. 256p.

Parris, Nina G. - South Carolina collection, 1779-198 5. Columbia: Columbia
Museum of Art, 1986. 131 p.

Martin, Debra K. - An intensive ar-

Pease, William Henry - The web of prog-

Holcomb, Brent - A guide to South
Carolina genealog ical research and
records. Columbia : Holcomb, 1986.
62p.
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ress: private values and public styles
in Boston and Charleston, 18281843. New York: Oxford Univ. Pr.,
1985. 334p.
Peters, Kenneth E. - First-hand observations of the Charleston earthquake
of August 31, 1886. Columbia: SC
Geological Survey, 1986. 116p.
Price, Tom- The 84 Gamecocks. Columbia: Univ. of South Carolina, 1985. 215 p.
Puetz, C. J. - South Carolina county
maps. Lyndon Station, Wise.: County
Maps, 1986? 128p.
Rhyne, Nancy More tales of the
South Carolina Low Country.
Winston-Salem: J. F. Blair, 1984. 121 p.
Roberts, Richard Samuel- A true likeness.
Columbia: Bruccoli-Clark, 1986. 200 p.
Rogers, James A. - Richard Furman.
Macon , Ga.: MercerUniv. Pr. , 1985. 335
p.
Roosevelt, Elliott - Murder at Hobcaw
Barony. New York: St. Martin's Pr.,
1986. 233p.
Rosengarten, Theodore - Tombee, portrait of a cotton planter. New York:
Morrow, 1986. 750p.
Rutledge to Riley: governors of South
Carolina, 1776-present. Greenville:
News-Piedmont, 1985. 42 p.
Shankman, Arnold M. - York County,
South Carolina. Norfolk, VA: Donning
Co., 1983. 208 p.
Sheridan, Daniel J . - Teacher's manual to
accompany South Carolina, one of
the fifty states. Orangeburg: SandlapperPub., 1985. 232p.
South, Stanley A. - Discovering Santa
Elena west of Fort San Felipe. Columbia: USC!nst. of Archeology, 1986. 70p.
South, Stanley A. - Excavation of the
casa fuerte and wells at Ft. San
Felipe 1984. Columbia: USC Inst. of Archeology, 1985. 241 p.
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South Carolina General Assembly House Journals of the House of Representatives, 1791. Columbia: USC Press,
1985. 538p.

Wilhelm, Jody Bierer - West Columbia,
U.S.A. West Columbia: J. B. Wilhelm,
1986. 45p.

South Carolina, the state of the arts an invitational juried exhibition.
Columbia: Museum of Art, 1986. 46 p.

Wilson, Jack H. - Current research in the
historical archaeology of the
Carolinas. Columbia: Chicora Foundation, 1985. 1031eaves.

Spirit of Beta. Spartanburg: National Beta
Club, 1984. 176p.

Yarborough, Cale- Cale. New York: Times
Books, 1986. 246 p.

Stockton, Robert P. - The great shock
(Charleston earthquake) Easley:
Southern Historical Pr., 1986. 114 p.

Young, Claiborne S. -Cruising guide to
coastal South Carolina. WinstonSalem: J. F. Blair, 1985. 275 p.

Strode, William - Carolina, a university
portrait. Little Compton, RI: Forth
Church Publishers, 1986. 128 p.

Young, Tommie Scott - Tommy Scott

Tippitt, V. Ann - Archeological and
geological investigations at two
piedmont sites on the Savannah
River. Columbia: USC lnst. of Archeology, 1984. 261 p.

Trinkley, Michael - Archaeological and
historical investigations of 38SU81
(Sumter County). Columbia: State
Dept. of Highways, 1985. 921eaves.
Trinkley, Michael - A historical and archaeological evaluation of the Elfe
and Sanders plantations. Columbia:
Chicora Foundation, 1985. 811eaves.
Underwood, James L. - The constitution
of South Carolina. Columbia: USC
Press, 1986. Vol. 1.
Westbrooks, Randy G. -Poisonous plants
of eastern North America. Columbia:
USC Press, 1986. 226 p.
Wetmore, Ruth Y. - Archaeological investigations at Nipper Creek. Columbia: USC Inst. of Archeology, 1986. 134
p.

Zarillo, Gary A. - An illustrated history of
tidal inlet changes in South
Carolina. Charleston: SC Sea Grant
Consortium, 1985. 76p.
Zierden Martha A. -Archdale Hall: investigations of a low country plantation: Charleston: Charleston Museum,
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Computers for Student Use
In a College Library
Ann Hare, Director
Jackson Library
Lander College
Introduction
The necessity for a library to provide information in any and all forms made the installation of computers for student use a welcome
addition to the Jackson Library at Lander
College.
Seven computers were installed for stude nt use in 1985. These included three
Macintosh computers, two IBM PCs, and two
Apple 2Es. All of the computers, except for
one Apple, were attached to a printer. The
Macintoshs shared one printer with a switching device.
All Lander students are allowed to use the
computers, and students get first priority over
faculty and staff in the use of them. The computers were placed in the library to provide
additional computers for the computer science majors, for computer-assisted instruction, for class assignments, and for general
use.
Logistics
A smoking/study room was transformed
into a computer room since it could be isolated from the rest of the library. Some carrels
were replaced by computer tables, but no
other changes were necessary. The carrels
were moved to another area of the library.
Supervision of the area is made easier by the
glass walls and the fact that the room is located on the main floor.
Faculty can place software on reserve for
the use of students in their classes. In addition
to the software placed on reserve by faculty
members for the use of classes, the library has
also provided software, mainly for word processing.

Usage
The most popular usage of student use
computers has been word processing on the
Macintosh. Toward the end of the semester,
the computers are often reserved during all
the hours the library is open. Since the purchase of a Macintosh computer includes
Macwrite and Macpaint, there is word processing software available for all three Macintosh computers. The library has provided
Apple Works, for one computer. Apple Works
provides word processing as well as a spreadsheet and data base management.
After several changes, the procedure for
student use has been refined. Students areallowed to reserve a computer for up to three
hours a day. It was necessary to post a notice
in the computer room that a student must reserve time by signing at the circulation desk
and that the time is limited. Students can both
reserve a computer and check out software at
the circulation desk. Student IDs must be presented. When software is checked out, the
student ID card is kept until it is returned.
Noise is not a major factor although the
sound of the IBM printers is slightly louder
than desirable. Keeping the doors shut muffles most of the noise.
Problems
The main problem has been to decide how
much assistance should be provided to students who are having problems. Obviously,
a small staff cannot afford the time to offer
lessons on using computers. At Lander, the
computer science area has a student on duty
at all times, and students in the libray are referred to that area for assistance. Also, lessons in using Macwrite are offered through
the library. A computer science student
teaches the classes which are one hour in
length. The classes are advertised through
the campus newsletter which is published
weekly. Students who take bibliographic instruction classes are encouraged to take the
class before beginning to write term papers.
At the circulation desk, there is a notebook

which students can sign to reserve a place in
a class. Classes are limited to six students at
a time. These classes contribute to increasing
the computer literacy of students.
The College provides the paper for the student computers. A ribbon reinker was purchased in order to use ribbons several times.
The College services the computers.
Statistics
The statistics collected on the use of the
student computers are not completely accurate since sometimes students will use the
computers without signing for them, and
some will bring their own software. As would
be expected in an academic library, in looking at the percent of the total time computers
were used in 1985-1986, the heaviest use of
the student computers occurred toward the
end of the semester:
September .. .... . ....... . .. . . . 7%
October ........... . ... . ..... . 7%
November .................. . . 13%
December . ...... .. .... . . ... . . 8 %
January .................. ... . 5 %

February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13%
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15%
April .................. ... . .. 24%
summer months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7%
The Macintosh computers are the heaviest
used:
Apple ..... .. ................. 15%
IBM . . . . . . .. ............... . . 16%
Macintosh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69%
Macwrite is by far the most popular software available:
AppleWorks. ... . ..... . ........ 13%
Macpaint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7%
Macwrite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66%
Reserves for classes . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14%
These statistics are based on the first full
year of use. Increase in use is anticipated.
Conclusion
Providing computers for students to use in
the library has been a popular service. Students are in the habit of using computers and
software in the library, and this encourages
them to consider the library as a source of information in all forms.
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Clem son Libraries' "Great
Barco ding Proje ct of 1986" :
or how we barco ded 235,0 00
book s in 8 days!
Leslie E. Abram s
Head Librarian
Emery A. Gunnin Archite ctural Library
Clemso n Univer sity
Introdu ction
This article will discuss the successful
Clemson University Libraries' "Great Barcoding Project of 1986." The article will outline the organization, planning, staffing, and
implementation of the barcoding project
from its beginning to its conclusion with the
full operational use of Northwestern University's NOTIS circulation subsystem in August
1986. The article will provide helpful information to other libraries which need to implement either standalone automa ted circulation systems or circulation compon ents of integrated library systems.
The Clemson University Libraries (CU Libraries) consist of three physically separate libraries administered by Joseph Boykin, Jr. ,
Director of Libraries: Robert M. Cooper Library (Cooper); the Emery A. Gunnin Architectural Library (Architecture); and the
Sirrine Library (Businessffextiles). The Libraries installed Northwestern University's
integrated online library system NOTIS in
April1983. NOTIS provides online public access to the collections of all three libraries
through a userfriendly subsystem known as
LUIS (Library User Information System) .
The CU Libraries develop ed a plan to enable
the online circulation compon ent of NOTIS
to become operational in 1986 for all three libraries.
Barcod e Labels
One major challenge in automating circulation functions is the assignment of a unique
coded "identifier" to each circulating item in
the collections, and the more physical task
of labelling the actual items with the identifier.

Predominantly these identifiers take the form
of barcode labels, an adhesive-backed label
which is coded with vertical "bars," ink images that can be read by various electronic
devises (light pens, scanners, etc.) and translated into a unique numbe r- thereby clearly
identifying the item bearing the label.
Libraries with significant portions of their
collections in machine-readable form may
choose to create "smart" barcode labels.
These labels provide a link between the online record for each item (in the database)
and the physical item in the collection (on the
shelf) - enabling online circulation to occur
with a minimum of data entry by the circulation staff at the time of checkout. "Smart"
barcode labels usually have a library-defined
barcode number in "bar" form , the equivalent number written in standar d numeric
characters (i.e. 12345), and the item call
number. The call number printed on the label
provides an easy means for matching the
label with the unique item it represents.
Great Barcod ing Projec t of 1986
The Great Barcoding Project of 1986 was
a librarywide effort to place "smart" barcode
labels in 235,000 collection items in the three
Clemson libraries. An effort of such size required planning to be a key element in our
project. CU Libraries' administration allowed
sufficient time and resources for a multiunit
Task Force to plan and implement the project. With some well-conceived PR efforts,
the staff and other participants were made to
feel their contributions were important to the
goal of improving service to the patrons of the
libraries.
The Task Force planned all aspects of the
project, from determining the amount of
"person power" needed and supplies re-1
quired, to writing the labeling procedures
and scheduling, training and orienting all participants. The planning phase of the project
occurred over an eleven-month period.
Given the generou s amount of preparatory
time, the Task Force was able to conduct a
thorough literature search on the subject of
barcoding, wrote to other libraries concern-

ing barcoding projects, contributed to the
drafting of the barcode label specifications,
and planned for all details of the actual label2
ing sessions . Ann de Klerk's 1981 article
provided a useful overview of barcoding collections . Of the many libraries contacted for
information on how they approac hed a large
barcoding project, the most useful input
3
came from Indiana State University.
Clemson's barcode labels were created by
a vendor who was provided with a comput er
input tape sent by the systems librarian . Code
39 was selected for the barcode configuration
since it was the preferred standard chosen by
4
most libraries and was accepted by NOTIS.
The labels were created by a photocomposition process resulting in excellent print quality
for optimum readability of the barcode and
call numbers. Labels were produce d on 8x11
inch sheets and die cut for easy label removal. The labels were sorted by collection;
for instance, sets of labels were created for
Cooper-Reference, Cooper-Juvenile, Architecture-Folio, Architecture-Rare, etcetera .
Each label contained the following information: the call number, the collection code, the
barcode, and the numeric equivalent of the
barcode number.
Training the library staff to barcode took
place d11ring two and a half days of spring
break. As part of the training, the staff was
able to "practice" the labeling procedures
learned by barcoding all monographic items
in the Architecture Library. The Cooper Library labeling was conducted during the intersession, two weeks in May following the
spring semester. These times were purposely
chosen so as not to interfere with heavy patron use of the Library. Labeling the Cooper
Library was calculated to take ten days; it was
completed in eight. The Sirrine Library collections were barcoded by the Sirrine staff
(two FTE) over a two week period.
Early in the planning stage, the Director
determined that all staff including the Administration, all librarians, and support staff, approximately 80 people, were to contribute to
the project. Contributions included working
as labelers, as spot checkers, or in some other

administrative, project-related capacity. The
Library solicited volunteers from the community by placing ads in the local and campus
newpapers. About ten people volunteered
which, although not a great number, provided welcomed additional support. Several
student assistants participated and were paid
hourly wages. During all labeling projects the
libraries remained open to the public with
all normal services provided (reference, circulation, interlibrary loan, online searching,
etcetera).
People were matched up in teams of two
to do the labeling and were scheduled for two
hour shifts. Most teams worked two hours in
the morning and two hours in the afternoon .
For the Cooper project, each team was assigned approximately 120 sheets (7,680
labels). Teams had the opportunity to request specific classification areas to label.
Each team had its own looseleaf notebook
and log to keep account of all their assigned
barcode label sheets. Tearn productivity averaged 5-6 sheets in a two hour shift, or about
200 labels per hour. Tearns working more
than a 2-hour shift became fatigued and saw
a reduction in their hourly productivity. Overall, the team concept worked well to keep
people alert and accurate in their labeling.
Team members "switched off" tasks: normally one person would read the call number
off the barcode label sheet while the second
person looked for the matching item on the
shelf. In most cases, labels were placed in the
upper right hand corner of the inside back
cover of the volume. Each team had a clip
board to put their barcode label sheets on,
and a booktruck to hold supplies. The booktruck top also gave each team a convenient
surface to open books on while barcoding.
Tearns were reminded repeatedly never to
leave the barcode label sheets unattended.
After each labeling session, the team returned all their sheets to the barcode office
and logged out.
Teams were responsible for completing a
"Report Slip" if they encount ered a single
barcode label for a multi-volume item, if the
call number on the label was not an exact
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match of the call number on the book, or if
the team was unsure as to where to place the
label in the book. Report Slips were turned in
to the Task Force after a labeling session was
completed.
The Task Force's greatest concern was that
the staff would become bored with barcoding. Most actually enjoyed the break from
their normal duties. Staff attitudes became
positive after they were trained and saw how
much could be done in two hours. Since the
Cooper Library project had a finite timetable
of two weeks, the staff relaxed, enjoyed the
change of duties and the opportunity to mix
with their peers. Many of the staff commented that they had a chance to meet and
talk at break with some people in other units
they had never had much contact with previously.
To insure that the collections were in good
shelf order, intensive shelfreading was done
prior to labeling. This saved time and reduced the number of problems encounter ed.
To increase productivity, labelers were told
not to worry about volumes needing rebinding, classification problems, etcetera.
The initial batch of labels created for the
Architecture Library project had both call
numbers and titles printed above the barcode
strip. The Task Force initially thought the title
would be an additional double-check to confirm the team had a match. However, by putting all this information on a 2 x 1 inch label,
the call numbers and titles had to be printed
in extremely small type point. After the Architecture Library project was completed, the
staff confirmed that the title printed on the
label was not a necessary double-check. The
Task Force requested that the barcode labels
for the Cooper and Sirrine projects be modified by excluding the title and making the call
number larger and in a bolder typeface. This
modification was approved and made a significant difference in the readability of the call
number, the essential element for locating
and verifying a match.
To centralize administrative activities and
communication, a "barcode office " was established as the headquarters for the Cooper
Library project. The Task Force members
were available to answer questions , sort
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through the report slips, and to handle
scheduling and labeling problems as they
arose. All barcode label sheets were stored in
the office and locked up after each day's
work. An easel was set up where notes and
reminders could be posted for all participants
to read. The acting head of cataloging
worked as part of the team in the barcode office during the project. Inclusion of a knowledgeable cataloger proved to be indispensible for sorting through and handling problems. Cataloging and circulation staff were
chosen to be "spot checkers" . Spot checkers
roamed the stacks working two two-hour
shifts per day, helping people solve problems
confronted during labeling. The more difficult or obscure problems were referred to the
Task Force by the spot checkers. This approach was both effective and efficient since
many questions could be answered right in
the stacks by the spot checkers, and the labelers did not loose time running back and forth
to the barcode office. The spot checkers also
routinely checked the accuracy of labeling
completed in assigned sections of the collection.
The two administrative secretaries were in
charge of coordinating the schedule, which
proved to be quite a time-consuming responsibility. If one member of a team was sick, the
schedule coordinators assigned a "floater " to
complete the team. The schedule coordinators also communicated with and assisted
the volunteers with details such as their
schedules and parking on campus. One of
the secretaries was also in charge of setting up
breaks, which included picking up and delivering danishes one day in a near hurricane!
Library PR for the project focused on acknowledging the efforts of the participants.
The previous day's achievements (number of
labels done and the total percentage of the
collection completed) were posted each
morning in the barcode office. This successfully motivated the staff as they saw their rate
of productivity steadily increase. A map of the
library was posted in the lobby and filled in
with the sections of the collection where barcoding had been completed to show the staff
and patrons how far we had progressed. The
Director approved library-supported breaks

(twice a day) and had a commemorative mug
made for each participant. The Deans and
President of the University participated in
barcoding , and the Library publicized their
efforts by write-ups in the campus Newslette,S. An entire issue of the University Libraries Newslettef> was devoted to the project. The Director gave out awards at the end
of the project for special achievement such as
to the team that had done the most sheets in
one day and the overall greatest number of
sheets during the entire project. The completion of the project was celebrated with a pizza
party sponsored by the Library for all participants.
A follow-up to a barcoding project is usually necessary . At Clemson, each library kept
a notebook at the circulation area with theremaining barcode labels (labels not yet put in
materials) for several months. Part of the
routine discharge procedure included checking the notebooks for a barcode label when
one was not found in a discharged volume.
Eventually these notebooks were sent to
Cataloging where it was determined if barcode labels were generated for what were
lost, missing, or withdrawn items. If so, the
online circulation record was deleted.
Cataloging will spend approximately a year
cleaning up problems. This will include barcoding and making item (circulation) records
for multi-volume sets as identified in the barcoding project.
Clemson Libraries successfully brought up
the NOTIS circulation subsystem in August,
1986. Based on 7 months of using the online
system, we found that the greater the percentage of the collection that has been retrospectively converted , (i.e. resulting in more items
being barcoded) , the better off the circulation
staff would be in using an automated system
for charging. At Clemson, 99% of the Architecture Library's and 98 % of the Sirrine
Library's single volume monograph collections were in NOTIS before the tapes were
run to create "smart" barcodes. Approximately 75 % of the Cooper Library's collection was in NOTIS. The circulation people in
Cooper have had to do significantly more
manual charges (barcoding on demand at
the time of charging) than either of the bran-

ches because of the lower percentage of retrospectively converted items in the Cooper
Library.
Planning, good PR, administrative support, and a motivated staff are important elements in a successful barcoding project. The
task may seem overwhelming, such as labeling over 230,000 items in Clemson's case,
but with proper planning, training, and staff
and administrative cooperation, it can be successfully accomplished.
1
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"The Great Barcoding Project of 1986,"
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2
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The Fact s abou t Fax
Sheila L. Seam an
Assist ant Direc tor for Publi c Servic es
Rober t Scott Small Library
Colle ge of Charl eston
What is it?
Telefacsimile, facsimile, and fax are all related terms which describe a technology
which enables one to transmit copies via telephone to remote locations. All facsimile systems are composed of three components:
"1) A source terminal, called a transm itter, at which communication originates.
2) A sink terminal, or receiv er, where
communication terminates and the facsimile copy is recorded.
3) A medium through which the infor1
mation-bearing signals travel. "
In other words, in order to send or receive
a copy, one needs a telefacsimile machine at
each "end" of the transaction and a phone
line to connect the sender and receiver. For
this reason , in order for telefacsimile technology to be useful, a numbe r of libraries need
to purchase cooperatively the facsimile hardware.
Histor y of Facsi mile Trans mittio n
One might assume that facsimile transmission is relatively new and that this is why libraries have not utilized it, but this is not the
case. It was first developed for practical application in the 1920's, and it was utilized during
World War II. It was the Carterfone court decision in the late 1960's, which ruled that telephone companies must allow access to public
dial-up lines by non-telephone communications products such as facsimile devices, that
paved the way for increased public use of
telefacsimile devices. Since this historic2 decision, business use has been increasing.
In the late l<J70's there was a flurry of interest and a numbe r of experiments in libraries,
but these attempts were largely unsuccessful.
Early literature is disappointing. In the early
1980's the reports are more hopeful, and by
1984-8 5 the literature becom es more positive.

Briefly, early experiments failed for several
reasons. The equipm ent was expensive,
transmission required an operat or to be present, and transmission time took six minutes
per page. Moreover, copy quality was poor,
and few libraries owned equipment. Since
these early experiments, the cost of equipment has decreased, quality has improved,
transmission time is less than one minute per
page, and docum ents may be stacked and
sent without an operat or present. However,
although equipm ent problems have improved, one problem still remains. "The big
stumbling block is now the old bug bear
cooperation. Many libraries would acquire
fax machines if the other libraries had them,
but no one has been prepar ed to take the
lead. "3
Facsim ile Techn ology
In order to better understand the changes
in telefacsimile transmission, it is important to
understand the progress of the technology.
The progress may be traced as follows:
Group I includes early facsimile devices
which operat e in 4-6 minutes per page.
Transmission is with analog modulation.
Group II includes devices which operat e at 3
minutes per page with 2-3 minute transmission.
Group III includes fascimile devices which
operat e at one minute or less per page
and use digital techniques. Resolution is
improved as well.
Group IV is expected to have even higher
speed and resolution quality and should
store and forward for electronic mail and
for intelligent copier and compu ter inter4
facing. Speed will be in the range of one
s and resolution will be near
second
five
to
400 lines per inch. However, this generation of equipm ent will be significantly
more expensive, and network packet
switching will be required.
Currently most equipm ent is in the Group
III category. The latest develo pment in telefax equipm ent is the availability of Gammafax software/hardware package which is
available from GammaLink Synchronous
Communications, Palo Alto, California. The

package includes a printed single circuit
board (installed by user in IBM PC, XT, AT,
and compatibles) and a menu driven communications software on two diskettes. Gammafax enable s a personal compu ter to communicate with any Group III facsimile
machine worldwide over standa rd dial-up
teleph one lines and no fax machine is required at the location of the personal computer. The package transforms a PC into a
personal desktop facsimile transmitter. The
current cost for the complete package for a
personal compu ter is $995.0 0. It works on
IBM PC, XT, and AT compatible computers.
The principle advantages of Gammafax are
store and forward capability and printing on
plain paper. Moreover, with a Gammafax, a
facsimile machine can be used to scan and
input graphic images onto a PC's disk, and it
enables one to transfer whole documents
and reports from one PC to another. It also
maximizes the use of existing library printers
5
and peripherals purchased for a PC.
Appli cation s ofTel efacsi mile
Clearly, one can no longer dismiss telefacsimile on the basis of experiments with older
technology. What are the results of the more
recent successful applications? One of the
best docum ented cases is the use of telefacsimile in multitype libraries in Western Illinois.
In 1983, six libraries began the project and an
additional 13 libraries have since joined the
project. All in all, for a three-year period,
1983-1 985, eighteen reporting institutions
transmitted 71 ,33 7 pages for 9, 8 74 requests.
At one location, patron interlibrary loan requests increased 500% during the test
period . 97.7% of the participating institutions
rated the copy quality as satisfactory or very
satisfactory. The per page transmission time
was 23-70 seconds on the average. Cost per
page including monthly teleph one service
ranged from $.17 to $1. 05. The high end
represents the remote (long distance) locations. The average cost per page was $.17$.36 or $.87-$ 1.08 for a five-page document. The average turn around time from request to receipt was 4.25 hours when therequest as well as the docum ent were transmit-

ted by fax. All participating institutions continue to participate in the network since the
close of the project. Overall, these findings
are overwhelmingly positive. Funding was
6
provided by LSCA grants.
Another experiment was the Wisconsin
project. It too used Library Services and Construction Act funds. In this project, turn
around time for interlibrary loan via telefax
was reduced significantly. Transmission time
was l 1/2 minutes per page. The average cost
of sending articles was 13 1/3¢ per page. 70%
of the persons who received faxed articles expressed a willingness to pay an extra fee. Staff
at most libraries expressed a willingness to
7
continue the use of the machines.
place in
taking
Another project has been
early
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1982.
since
est
the Pacific Northw
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7
ed
involv
project
the
of
part
braries and 3 state library agencies in Alaska,
Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington
with an additional participant in Utah. A portion of the project was funded by the Alaska
State Library . The equipment used was
Group III digital facsimile equipment. The
staff preferred sending requests by fax rather
than by electronic mail since E-mail transmission involved going to a terminal and typing
the text online. The biggest problem in the
experiment was the telephone lines which
caused unclear copy and disconnections
which were frustrating when longer documents were involved. The average cost per
page was $.85. This project was not as positive as the others. Some of the libraries were
charging users $1. no per page to receive fac8
simile transmission.
Another pioneer is the British Library. In
April, 1984 the British Library awarded
grants to thirteen libraries. Between July,
1984 and April 1985 over 4,000 transmissions were sent over telefacsimile. Though
there were some problems in line noise,
ed,
equipment failures, especially in autofe
9
staff response was generally positive.
SEFLIN (South East Florida Library Information Network), a multitype consortium
composed of libraries from Broward, Palm
Beach, and Dade Counties, has actively used
telefacsimile technology for 1% years. The
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start up cost for each site was $2,475. The
document quality has been equal to the original photoduplicated copy, and the only reported problem occurred when the document to be faxed originated from a marginal
microfilm copy. 10 Since the start up one and
one half years ago, the number of libraries
using telefacsimile has increased dramatically. Librarians of SEFLIN prefer fax over
electronic mail because the information does
not need to be typed into a computer system.
Even hand-written messages may be transmitted rapidly. The network has already expanded its use of telefacsimile for reference
transactions. Kathleen Imhoff, SEFLIN Program Coordinator, is very positive about the
expanding use of facsimile technology, and
provided the following information about
available directories of other facsimile operations:
Directory of Telefacsimile Sites in Libraries in the United States and
Canada. Portland, Oregon: Fred Meyer
Charitable Trust, Library and Information
Resources for the Northwest, 1986.
(OCLC: 14284795)
Greenfield, Stanley R. , and Jaenike, Edith
Meta, Managing Editor. Official Facsimile Users' Directory. New York:
(OCLC:
1986.
Associates,
FDP
13270728)
Original Fax Phonebook: U.S. and
Canada. Burlington, Vermont: DIAL-AFAX, 1987. (230 College St., Burlington,
VT05401-9990) $69.00Y
University Microfilms International which
now provides facsimile transmission from the
Clearinghouse in a service called Artifax
($9.00 per article) recently reported that in a
questionnaire in which 250 responses were
received, a clear majority (69%) of respondents either have a fax machine now or plan
to purchase one. Nearly 62% know where
one is located in their organization. 81 %
rated speed as the single most positive aspect
of fax document delivery. 38% cited quality,
28% cost, and 5 % cited extra work as the
drawback. 12
In the March, 1987 issue of Wilson Library Bulletin, the experience of
Washington State Library's Materials Deliv-
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ery Project developed in 1983 is reported. As
a result of telefacsimile technology, delivery
time was cut from fourteen to two days. Mary
Moore, a spokesperson for the project, reported that the average cost per page including staff time, telephone costs, and materials
is thirty-two cents. She stated, " Fax ought to
be as common in any library as a telephone. "13
Local Considerations
None of the literature surveyed reported
on local networks in which all sites are within
the same calling area; however, the more
successful projects seemed to be within one
state or regional area rather than between
states. In South Carolina, many state institutions have access to a telefacsimile machine
and these are listed in the Appendix accompanying this article. Though telefacsimile
transmission will not transport books or
periodical articles without first duplicating
them, the speed of transporting these articles
would far exceed any other method. If funding is available from LSCA, the State Library,
or local network funds, telefascimile transmission would dramatically improve service
and speed of information transmission at a
cost of roughly one personal computer.
Conclusion
Recent fascination with CD-ROM and integrated online systems has overshadowed an
inexpensive, readily available technology
which has the potential to provide a breakthrough in the timeliness of library interlibrary
loan service. Although early experiments
were largely unsuccessful, recent uses of telefascimile seem to be overwhelmingly positive. It appears that the present technology
has been greatly improved. It would appear
that it is a good time to invest in telefacsimile
equipment. Whether or not librarians will
venture on the path less taken and set up
cooperative sharing of information to provide
better service remains to be seen.
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The Vertical File In South
Carolina Academi c Libraries
Juleigh Clark,
Dacus Library, Winthrop College
Introduction
The attention of the librarians in the Reference Department at Dacus Library at Winthrop College focused on the vertical file because of frequently expressed dissatisfaction
from both users and library staff. A vertical file
has had a place in the collection as long as the
collective memory of the Reference Department exists. The value of this collection has
recently been much in question. The age of
the items found in the vertical file discouraged patrons seeking current material and
caused complaints from patrons and librarians alike. Therefore, at a Reference Department meeting the question arose: should the
vertical file be continued, and, if so, what purpose should it serve? It was decided to query
other post-secondary institution libraries in
South Carolina to see how active a part of the
reference collection the vertical file is. Does it
make a positive contribution to reference service or is it an obsolete information source in
an online world of full-text databases?
Current literature shows that use of the
vertical file in academic libraries is not welldocumented. Hodgson and Garoogian explain this lack of enthusiasm about the vertical file in academic libraries as "a basic indifference to this type of material which is seen
as lacking in 'scholarly virtue'," and that "too
much time and energy (is) needed to maintain materials which may have only a
momentary value" (p. 77). They do maintain
the basic worth of the vertical file as does Joy
Thomas who proudly describes how she "rejuvenated" the pamphlet file at California
State University, Long Beach (p. 43). She
cites an impressive sixty-five percent rise in
vertical file usage as a result of her endeavors.

Survey
A survey was then formulated to investigate the use made of vertical files in South
Carolina libraries at post-secondary institu-
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tions. This was divided into two parts: the collection management section included questions on acquisitions, selection policies, and
staff time involved in up-keep and weeding
procedures. Public service questions concerned how the vertical file is advertised, the
keeping of statistics, and the attitudes of librarians toward the usefulness of the vertical file.
This questionnaire was mailed April 1986.
Of the fifty-three surveys mailed, forty-one
were returned, a 77% return rate. Thirty-four
of these libraries have vertical files; seven do
not.

Results:
Collection Managemen t
Although many librarians agreed that a
vertical file policy is a good idea, few actually
have them. Only one college returned a complete policy - that is, one which included acquisitions, organization, weeding, and circulation. Six libraries had sections of a policy acquisitions and circulation policies being the
most usual.
Questioned about formats collected, librarians agreed that the most popular formats to
collect are brochures (22), pamphlets (22)
and clippings from newspapers and
magazines (19). [Numbers in parentheses
refer to the number of respondents.] Other
formats listed by libraries were maps (7), annual reports (6), photographs/pictures (1),
and microforms (1). Several librarians reported that materials were placed in the vertical file as an alternative to cataloging an item
of ephemeral value "unsuitable for shelving" .
Local history (11) is the subject most frequently collected in the vertical file. South
Carolina librarians, then, agreed with Collins'
statement, "There is one area for which
every library should collect - local history"
(p. 10). Other topics often mentioned were
maps/travel information (7), current popular
topics (such as nuclear energy, AIDS, and the
"Space Shuttle Tragedy" [6]), career information (1), and bibliographies (3).
Government publications are often placed
in the vertical file, and 60% of the respondents included federal, state, and local government documents as part of their vertical

file and as the most frequent ordering source
for materials.
The second most mentioned source for
vertical file material was gifts (14). This included unsolicited mailings as well as gifts
from individuals. Other sources mentioned
were non-profit organizations and businesses. The selection tools most frequently listed
were indexes to free materials (such as the
annually published Educators Index of Free
Materials), the Vertical File Index, and the
Public Affairs Information Service pamphlets.
Twenty-three libraries operated vertical
files with no collection development funding.
Eight libraries did not have special funds allocated for the vertical file, but they purchased
materials out of the book or supply budget.
Only two libraries had special funds set aside
for the vertical file, and these were modest $100 and $75 per year. (One library did not
respond.) Judging from the lack of funds
available to the vertical fik librarian, he/she is
required to be a natural scavenger, ferreting
information from a variety of sources with the
sharp eyes of a bag lady and the seasoned
quickness of a bargain basement shopper.
''Haphazard'' cropped up frequently in librarians' descriptions of their weeding process. Twenty-three librarians reported that
files are weeded when new materials come
in, or when the librarian gets the chance.
Therefore, some files slip by without being
either updated or weeded. Eleven libraries,
however, did have an annual or biennial
weeding schedule with obsolescence as the
major criteria for discarding materials.
Librarians stated that while they supervise
the vertical file, almost all of them were assited by para-professionals or students. One
library had a volunteer to assist. Only three libraries had para-professionals responsible
for the vertical file. The combined staff-time
of those working with the vertical file was typically small. When questioned about the
amount of time spent weekly maintaining the
vertical file, seventeen respondents stated
that they and their assistant(s) spent the combined amount of one hour or less. Fifteen
spent up to four hours per week. (Two did
not respond.)

This involvement with the vertical file is
what Hodgson and Garoogian call paying
"lip service to the building of worthwhile collections" (p. 77). They maintain that theresponsibility for the vertical file be considered
a full-time professional activity and that the
vertical file librarian be one "who is willing to
undertake the assignment with an attitude of
interest and service " (p. 78). Due to the small
amount of time devoted to the vertical file in
South Carolina academic libraries, one can
infer that librarians do not think that it makes
a big enough contribution to their collections
to merit adding a full-time professional for
that purpose alone. Ironically, the professional aspects of vertical file maintenance
were not being performed, for librarians
admit that they did not have collection management policies, that weeding was not done
systematically, and that the vertical file
"would be more useful if materials were
more up to date." So while there was dissatisfaction with the status quo, the alternative of
having a full-time librarian devoted to building a valuable vertical file collection is not
now in practice in South Carolina academic
libraries.

Results: Public Services
The public was made aware of the vertical
file in three principle ways: referrals from the
librarian, references in the card catalog, and
bibliographic instruction classes. Librarians
also mentioned that the vertical file was advertised with signs, posted subject lists, references in library pathfinders and student library handbooks. Most vertical files were
self-serve. Only three required a librarian's
assistance. The majority of libraries (26)
checked out vertical file materials: some
through the standard circulation system;
some through a check out procedure at the
reference desk. Check out periods vary from
three days to two weeks. Eighteen (53%) libraries kept usage statistics. Eleven of these
counted by the individual item while the
other seven counted by the file or subject
matter.
Thirteen librarians were positive about
having a vertical file in their library and the
importance of its role in reference service.
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They praised a current vertical file full of brief
information as a real asset to their collection.
Others (9) were more non-committal and felt
it would be useful if its contents were kept upto-date and if they could remember its existence at crucial moments when it could answer the question.
Five libraries voiced negative opinions
about the vertical file system citing low usage
and amount of staff time needed to maintain
it as reasons to discontinue this service. Their
disappointment was based on the experiences of finding files missing or misfiled and
finding that the material contained in the files
was obsolete.
Out of the total of forty-one libraries responding, seven libraries do not have vertical
files. One of these libraries recently discontinued it, because they felt that the usage did
not merit the time needed to keep it up-todate. Three libraries stated that they preferred to concentrate time and money on
book and periodical collections.

priority, and the most emphasized bit of advice from experienced librarians was to
analyze your situation carefully before committing your library to what may seem to be
a cheap way of supplementing your collection, but is actually a very labor-intensive reference tool.
In sifting through the information sent by libraries around the state, several possibilities
for future research became apparent. How
much impact does the size of the library collection have on the size, usage and amount
of importance placed on the vertical file?
What impact will full-text databases have on
the existence of vertical files? If the Columbia
State goes online with VUffEXT will there be
an adjustment in vertical file service? Will libraries support this online service or must the
patrons pay for information once available
free in the vertical file? It will be interesting to
observe what effect new technology will have
on such a traditional reference tool as the vertical file.

Conclusion
Experienced librarians offered some useful
advice to libraries considering starting a vertical file. Those points which came up most
often were:
1) Is it necessary? Is the material readily
available in other library sources?
2) Begin with a narrow focus. Keep the file
small . . . and current!
3) Establish a master list of subject headings. Use for a guide an index such as
Readers' Guide, Sears Subject Headings or read Miller's suggestions in The
Vertical File and its Satellites.
4) Develop a collection management policy.
5) Weed continuously.
One consideration has recurred throughout this project - the vertical file must
always be in transition to be a useful reference source. As long as work is being done
constantly to keep the file current and staff
members are discussing the contents of the
vertical file, it has its place in the collection.
When the momentum stops, so does the usefulness of the vertical file. In an academic situation, the vertical file does not have high
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The Vertical FileAN ecessary Tool
Louise Marcum, Librarian,
Seneca Senior High School
Introduction
Several years ago after moving from a
public library system to a high school position
as librarian, I was confronted with a whole
new outlook on the matter of reference.
Suddenly cut off from a fairly good collection with backup reference services from aregional and statewide system, the whole question of reference was reduced to one room
and a limited number of volumes.
Logistics
The first step was to get to know the existing collection and exactly what was needed
to help support the courses being taught
throughout the school. As we began to work
with these classes coming and going, and
contact with teachers usually limited to
snatches of time between, it soon became
evident why the previous librarian had begun
a collection of articles in the vertical file to
help stretch the reference services.
The vertical file in the public library had
housed pamphlets, brochures and other
items that could not be placed on the shelves.
However, in the school library where back issues of newspapers and periodicals cannot
be stored or read on microfilm, the vertical
file takes on a different role.
Magazines are generally held only five
years due to storage space and newspapers
less than a week. So with a limited budget but
with extra help available from the A. V. Librarian and a full time assistant and even trained
student aids, we began to build up a vertical
file of newspaper items, magazine articles,
maps, pamphlets and other data.
Problems
Space is one of the problems in any project
and gradually our three filing cabinets have
grown to six, and more space is needed.
Weeding is another problem and it is a continual process. Even as we file new articles,

some of the older ones are dropped from the
files if possible. The Atlanta Crime Files were
at one time six bulging folders, but now have
decreased to three slim files.
The Sears Subject Listings has good
guidelines as to where to file the articles for
a start, but as time progresses many many
new files are developed from need (Baby
Jane Doe and the Chernoble accident for instance). For each new subject a referral card
is put in the card catalog, but since we are
" forever" behind in our filing it pays to have
a good memory.
It is not easy to maintain the file in good
condition, and we find ourselves working on
it several times during the day when we can
squeeze in a minute between our other
duties. Once the newspapers and magazines
are clipped, they are assigned headings so
that student assistants, or anyone who has a
minute can file them in the proper folder.
One basic rule is to never let a student refile
an article or a folder that is being used. Only
one of the trained staff does the refiling and
even that is no assurance that they don't get
" lost" by misfiling.
Items can be checked out of the vertical
file, but we encourage library use only, and
if possible and legal we photocopy. Since articles are easy to lose, we maintain some
"Check-out folders" to put the data in so that
they are easier to keep up with . This way we
do not have to stamp the items themselves
with the date due, but the folder instead.
Conclusion
Along with the Readers' Guide and other
basic Reference books, the library system is
developing into a working unit in which the
vertical file has become a basic tool.
Teachers, students and staff can contribute
to the system with data gathered from many
sources. Often, after a term paper is completed a student will donate notes and other
reference sources gathered from other libraries to the files.
Our teachers, former students, local ministers, staff and personnel as well as the present
students have become great users of the vertical file system. It has become such a necessary tool that we are all guilty of trying there
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first for information instead of the Readers'
Guide. Hopefully, our system will one day include periodicals on microfilm and readerprinters, as well as computers and other electronic marvels, but until we " modernize" the
good old vertical file will be our " friend indeed."

~
Elizabeth Falconer,
Exchange Librarian from
Modern and Medieval
Language s Libraries,
Universit y of Cambrid ge
Ann Hare
Lander College Library
Recently, Ann Hare brought a visitor to
an SCLA Board Meeting from the University of Cambridge and I asked her to
share some information with us in the
State about our "visitor from across the
sea."
-Editor
Betty Williams, reference librarian at
Lander College Library, will be participat!ng
in an exchange with Elizabeth Falconer, head
librarian at the Modern and Medieval Language Libraries of the University of Cambridge, England. Falconer was at Lander
College from March 12 through April 22,
1987.
Q. Please tell us something about the libraries in Cambridge.
A. Cambridge has a tripartite library system.
Cambridge University Library, a copyright library with about four million volumes, is the
principal collection. A copyright library automatically receives a copy of each book published in the United Kingdom, and there are
four other such copyright libraries.
Q. What other libraries are there at Cambridge?
A. In addition to Cambridge University Library, there are about thirty college libraries
which are private institutions. Every under-
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graduate belongs to a college and has the
right to use the library of his particular college. Each undergraduat e is also attached to
a faculty, and there are fifty-six libraries serving these faculties or, in the case of sciences,
smaller departments within a faculty. A faculty is similar to your department or division. In
Cambridge each of the arts faculties has its
own substantial library which is quite independent of the main university library.
Q. Whataboutyourlibrary?
A. Of the faculty libraries, the modern languages library is the largest with 100,000
books on the language, literature, and history
of all continental European countries. My library covers thirty languages and serves
about 1,000 undergraduat e and postgraduate students as well as about 100 dons.
Q. How many languages do you know?
A. French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Rumanian are my best languages. Others include
Latin and a little Greek and some Russian
and Serbo-Croat.
Q. What kind of degrees do you have?
A. I have a master's degree from Oxford in
modern languages. When I first came to
Cambridge, I was given a further Cambridge
M.A. This was done in order to become a
senior member of the university. At that time,
only those with a degree from Cambridge
could participate in ceremonial occasions.
Even now a Cambridge degree is required for
voting purposes. Until recently, librarians at
the older universities of Oxford and Cambridge particularly were not expected to have
degrees in librarianship. I have taken courses
in palaeography and bibliography at the universities of Liverpool, Oxford, and Cambridge.
Q. Why did you decide to participate in an
exchange?
A. I was keen to see some American libraries
in operation.
Q. Why did you select Lander College?
A. I happened to meet Dr. Jackson, president
of Lander, when he was a visiting fellow at
Wolfson College, Cambridge. He mentioned
the possibility of an exchange with Betty Williams, and I thought it was a good opportu-

nity. I liked the idea of coming to a small college in a town the size of Greenwood.
Q. What are you anticipating in the exchange?
A. As I expected, I am already finding that the
Jackson Library is much more automated
than the majority of libraries in the older
British universities. As the Cambridge library
system has plans to set up a computerized
union catalog, the chance to do some
cataloging on OCLC and to see some automated systems is especially valuable. I am
also interested in looking at the various ways

you help your patrons in reference since
British academic libraries tend to give less direct help to their readers.
Q. What are your reactions so far?
A. I am extremely impressed by the Jackson
Library, and I hope that Betty Williams will
form a favorable impression of our library
when she comes to Cambridge. I can promise her, that like the Jackson Library, it is
housed in a handsome building. I am greatly
looking forward to visiting other South
Carolina libraries.

~
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Alison Rowland (L) with Elizabeth Falconer, Photocourte syofAnnHa re.
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Book Revie ws
Charles , Allen P. Histor y of Dentis try in
South Caroli na. Columbia, S.C. : Brent
Holcomb Books, 1982. Bib!. Index No
ISBN. $10.50 .
Originally published by A Press in Greenville, this four-year old volume is included
here becaus e it was not brough t to the attention of a numbe r of South Carolina libraries
in its earlier life. Besides providing a fairly inclusive record of its own, there is selective expansion , especially in source material of the
information offered in Neill Macauley's His-

tory of the South Carolina Dental Association

(1969). Of course Dr. Charles' purpos e here
is the scope of the dental profession statewide
rather than the association itself. There is liberal use of published and unpublished source
material, including more than a dozen interviews, all of which preven t the narrative from
choking in too many dates and figures. Most
of the biographical element is left to whomever would update Macauley's effort. However, the impact of certain individuals is not
without sufficient personal profile. This is
perhap s most evident in the chapter entitled
"Blacks in Dentistry. "
This is not a play-by-play account, nor
could it be for the amoun t of time covered
and lack of records. It does appear heavily
skewed to the era prior to 1970.
-Steve Richardson
Cornelison, Jimmy. Wide Spots in a Slow
Road to Nowhe re. Greenville, S.C. :
Vannoy House, 1986. Ill us., ISBN 0918387 -00-0. $7.95.
These fifty or so articles from the journalist
awaken a great deal of what we have forgotten to see and illuminate more of what we do.
Cornelison takes the reader to many places
in Georgia, the Carolinas and beyond that
are seldom heard or seen, and to others that
are so often broadcast or munda ne, that
we've lost the sense of what they really are.
This question of being is relevant here in the

sense that the existence of these "wide
spots" is not purely physical, geographical
being as we would expect.
In a short introduction , Cornelison admits
the subjects of these pieces to be wide spots
in his life. They are, in essence , places in the
heart that are warmly , if not poignantly,
familiar to most of us. And even though the
title suggests places, what Cornelison writes
about is most assuredly people , a natural vehicle, but uniquely treated nonetheless. His
people are cautiously introduced via the language of the familiar. For some, this singularity might seem to suffer from the treatment,
but this treatment is all the better for the
reader who would be reacquainted with his
or her own wide spots.
-Steve Richardson
Galenson, David W. Traders, Plante rs,
and Slaves : Market Behav ior in Early
Englis h Ameri ca. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986. Bib!.
Index. ISBN 0-521- 30845-3. $34.50 .
There is little question that the Atlantic
slave trade of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries was big business and of far-reaching influence upon settlement in the New
World. This study is an inquiry into the barebones nature of this trade, attempting to answer questions about its economic validity as
a truly competitive market.
Galenson draws upon the extensive records of the Royal African Compa ny, chartered in 1672, to analyze the behavior of this
trade. More specifically, the Royal African
Company existing as a legalized monopoly
by virtue of its charter, allows Galenson to
compare its performance with the existing
economic theory and the historical behavior
of monopolies in general. The company records yield data, with a large emphasis on
Barbados, that cover a thorough range of
trade indicators, the seasonal flow of trade,
mortality in passage, trends in slave prices,
age composition, and geographic persistence
of individuals, to name a few. The latter
measure makes use of South Carolina 1790

census figures, calling attention to the strong
migratory ties between this state and the
West Indies.
The author ultimately spars with the great
economist, Adam Smith, as to reasons for the
demise of the Royal African Compa ny. Essentially , Galenson holds that the company
failed not because of a monopoly's insufficient profit drive, but because of its position
as a political, rather than economic,
monopoly in a highly competitive market
from the outset.
The general reader may find the charts and
tables somewhat trying, but the theorizing is
exceptionally straightforward and well
explained.
-Steve Richardson
Kreyling, Michael. Figure s of the Hero in
Southe rn Narrative. Baton Rouge:
LSU Press, 1987. Bib!. Index. 201 p.
ISBN0-8071-1301-8. $20.00 .
The artful discussions of figure versus symbol, and narrative versus novel found in the
introduction of this book may serve to attract
the interest of many. It is soon evident, how-

ever, that without these distinctions. we could
hardly grasp the conclusions of Mr. Kreyling.
This method requires the hero to embod y
that peculiar imprint that exists in all members of a certain culture. The hero is not "everyman '', but rather the historical prerogative
for everyman.
Kreyling treats us to a chronological sampling of southern literature where this cultural
imprint or "figure " is made hero. As the development of the hero progresses, certain
stages are represented with a discussion centering around the contributions of William
Gilmore Simms, Ellen Glasgow, William
Faulkner, and William and Walker Percy.
This interesting group is, with the exception
of Faulkner, rather unpredictable and without the guidelines set forth in the introduction, it would seem almost incongruous. But
even in cases where our literary bias would
have the hero's cultural imprint wear thin, we
are aware that the template is well in place.
This study should hold special significance
for South Carolinians in that the work of William Gilmore Simms is given a critical exposure not seen in quite a while.
-Steve Richardson

~

Restar e, K. Ryba, monop rlnt,

18"x2 4", 1986.
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Guidelines for Authors
1. All submissions should be on 81fz'' x 11"
plain white paper.
2. All manuscripts must be typed, doublespaced, on a 60-space line, 25 lines to a
page.
3. Name and address, including professional
affiliation and title of the author should be
typed on the upper left -hand corner of the
title page. Each succeeding page should
be numbered and should contain the au-

thor's last name in the upper left-hand
corner.
4. Footnotes should be at the end of the
manuscript. Turabian's A Manual for
Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations should be followed for style.
5. A stamped, self-addressed envelope
should be included if return of manuscript
is desired.
6. Any topic of interest to South Carolina librarians will be considered for publication.

~

Untitled, K. Ryba, Drypolnt, 1986.
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Professionalistn.
That's what you strive to maintain in the
service you offer your library patrons.
That's what you must have in the
service you receive from your subscription agency.
At EBSCO we're constantly striving to
perfect our professionalism. Our regional
representatives are professionals who know
your account, who understand your needs,
who can answer your questions quickly and
often help eliminate problems before they occur.
Call or send the coupon for information about
some of our services. See how EBSCO's professionals can
help your library operate even more professionally.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I'd like more infonnation about EBSCO.
0

Send your free brochure on EBSCO's Monthly Claim Checker"' that
saves time, trouble and recordkeeping.

0 Send a brochure explaining your unique EBSCO Missing Copy Bank."'
0 Please send your free 32-page brochure explaining all of EBSCO's
serials management services in detail .

0 Have my regional representative call me for an appointment at my
convenience. My number is (

CITY, SUITE, ZIP· !P!i~~~jTb;;;;;r;;;.;;;;;~~;;~;----------• [
The Professional Serials Source

..::::~ 1:1 ;J.'1«1J Or
M2il tooP.O. Box 2543/BirtninglwnAL 35202
callo205/991-6725
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